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HP DHH-1127 Wired earphones (black)

HP DHH-1127 wired headphones (black)
Enjoy high quality sound and discover previously unknown details  of  your favorite songs. The HP DHH-1127 wired headphones deliver
clear, crisp sound and feature a USB-C connector for broad compatibility. They also have a built-in microphone - great for phone calls. At
the same time, they are exceptionally comfortable, with a remote control integrated into the cable for easy operation.
 
Delightful sound
Experience how good your favorite songs can sound. Thanks to high-end drivers, the headphones provide clear, detail-saturated sound
that will delight you. With HP you will discover the magic of music all over again!
 
Thoughtful design
The DHH-1127 headphones will give you the comfort you dream of, even during prolonged use. Their silicone pads lie perfectly in your
ears and do not cause unpleasant pressure, while aluminum alloy components and multi-layer titanium composite coating allow you to
enjoy even better sound quality. However, that's not all.  The cable of the headphones is very durable and resistant to damage, and it
won't get excessively tangled - forget about the problems of untangling it!
 
Built-in microphone
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The DHH-1127 will provide you with great sound quality not only when listening to music, but also during phone calls. It is equipped with
an omnidirectional microphone that will accurately record your voice in almost any situation. Thanks to this, you don't have to worry that
your caller will have trouble hearing you!
 
Convenient operation
Enjoy quick and convenient access to the most important functions of the headphones. HP DHH-1127 are equipped with a remote control
integrated into the cable, with which you can stop or resume playback, switch a song or adjust the volume at any time.
 
Wide compatibility
Thanks  to  the  USB-C  connector  and  advanced  decoding  chip,  the  headphones  are  compatible  with  many  popular  devices  from
well-known manufacturers. You can easily connect them to a smartphone, tablet or laptop, for example - no need to limit yourself!
 
 
ManufacturerHPModelDHH-1127ColorBlackConnectorUSB-CImpedance32ΩSensitivity110  dB  ±3  dBMax.  input  voltage10  mVFrequency
response20 Hz - 20 kHzTransducer14 mmMicrophoneYesVolume controlTakCable length1,2 m

Preço:

€ 14.50
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